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Acquisition and Retention of Long-Term Habituation
in Aplysia: Correlation of Behavioral a n d Cellular Processes
Abstract. To examine the cellular mechanisms responsible for transition i]rom
a short-term to a long-term behavioral modification, a rapid training procedure
was ldeveloped ]or producing long-term habituation o[ the de/ensive withdrawal
o] gill and siphon in Aplysia. Four ten-trial training sessions, with 1 Va-hour intersession intervals, produced habituation that was retained ]or more than 1 •week.
This 5-hour procedure could be applied to a test system in the isolated abdominal
ganglion where the cellular changes accompanying the acquisition o/ long-term
habituation can be examined. During acquisition, intracellular recordings • were
obtained ]rom L7, a major gill and siphon motor neuron, and the pattern oJ
stimulation used in the behavioral experiments was applied to an afferent nerve.
Acquisition was associated with a progressive decrease in the complex excitatory
synatTtic potential produced in L7 by afferent nerve stimulation. When retention
was tested 24 hours later, the synaptic decrement was still evident. Thus, a
behaviorally meaning]ul stimulus sequence, consisting o/ only 40 patterned
stimuli, leads to changes in synaptic effectiveness lasting one or more days in a
neural pathway involved in short-term habituation o[ this reflex.
Cellular studies in several invertebrates have shown t h a t short-term
habituation and dishabituation involve
changes in the synaptic effectiveness
of excitatory synaptic connections [(•3 ) ; for vertebrates, see (4)]. For ex-

ample, in the marine mollusc Aplysia,
habituation of the defensive gill-withdrawal reflex involves a change in effectiveness of the excitatory synapses
made by mechanoreceptor sensory neurons onto motor neurons and inter-
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Fig. 1. Acquisition and retention of long-term habituation of siphon withdrawal. Data
are expressed as percentage of the median of each group initial response (block 1,
trial 1), which was 17 seconds for the experimentals and 19 seconds for the Controls.
For statistical analysis, the duration of siphon withdrawal'for each animal was summed
for trials 1 to 10; this measures the total time an animal spent responding in the
habituation session. Intergroup statistical comparisons were made by means of MannWhitney U tests, and intragroup comparisons by means of Wilcoxon matched-pairs,
signed-ranks tests. After four blocks of siphon-habituation training (acquisition), experimentals exhibited significantly greater habituation than controls in retention testing after
both 24 hours and 1 week (P < .001 for both tests).
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neurons (1). A similar locus and
mechanism have been found in studies
of habituation of escape responses in
crayfish (2) and may also be involved
in the cockroach (3).
The short-term behavioral modifications so far analyzed last several
minutes to several hours (1-.-4). Whether similar synaptic changes •characterize long-term behavioral modifications that endure days and weeks is
not known. Recently, Carew et al. (5)
described long-term habituation in
Aplysia. Four consecutive days of
siphon stimulation led to the acquisition of long-term habituation of both
gill and siphon withdrawal that persisted for more than 3 weeks. We now
report that, in the isolated abdominal
ganglion, acquisition of long-term habituation is correlated with a pronounced decrease in excitatory synaptic input to a major motor neuron, L7,
which persists for at least 24 hours.
This neurophysiological investigation
was possible because of a new behavioral procedure for ha,bituation training that produces, within a few hours,
long-term habituation that lasts more
than a week.
Carew et al. (5) found that the time
course of retention of long-term habituation depended on the pattern of stimulation: Massing 40 trials in one session was not as effective as spacing 40
trials (10 per day) over four daily
sessions. However, it was not determined whether training sessions separated by less than 24 hours might also
be effective. Since this would be technically advantageous for cellular neurophysiological studies, we first examined
whether long-term habituation could
be produced in a single day.
We used the training procedures of
Carew et al. (5) with one modification:
Four habituation training sessions were
presented as before, but successive sessions were separated by 1½ hours
rather than 'by 24 hours, so that all
the training sessions necessary for
acquisition could be given in 1 day.
The withdrawal reflex was produced
,by a.n 800-msec jet of seawater to
the siphon of an unrestrained animal (6). The duration of the siphon
component of the withdrawal reflex
(the time during which the siphon was
completely hidden between the parapodia) was measured by an observer
using an electric timer. A single training session consisted of ten trials, with
an intertrial interval of 30 seconds. All
animals were maintained in individual
aquariums for at least a week before the
SCIENCE, VOL. 182

experiment and were then assigned to
eit,her an experimental group that received habituation training or to a
control group that received no training.
At 24 hours and again at 1 week after
the last training session, all animals
were coded and retention of habituation was measured by a blind procedure.
During acquisition, experimental animals showed habituation during the
first ten-trial session and a buildup of
habituation across sessions (Fig. 1). In
retention tests, the experimental animals exhibited significantly greater habituation (lower net response tendency)
than controls a.fter both 24 hours
( P < . 0 0 1 ) and 1 week ( P < . 0 0 1 )
(Fig. 1). Furthermore, an intragroup
analysis revealed that the experimental
animals showed significantly greater
habituation in both the I-day and lweek retention tests (P < .005 in both)
than they did in the first ten-trial
session of acquisition (7).
The finding that four ten-trial training sessions within a 6-hour period can
lead to the acquisition of long-ter.m
habituation made it feasible to examine
the cellular mechanism of acquisition
and 24-hour retention (8). Tactile stimulation leads to habituation of both
the siphon withdrawal and gill withdrawal components of the reflex (5, 6).
Of the two, the neural circuit of the
gill-withdrawal component is better
understood (1, 9), and the neural correlates of its modification can be examined in the isolated ganglion (1, 10),
which can be maintained in culture one
or more days (11). In the test system,
an afferent nerve (either the siphon
or branchial nerve) was electrically
stimulated, and the synaptic input produced was intracellularly recorded in
L7, one of the major motor neurons for
the gill (12). We chose stimulus parameters for both nerves (2-msec biphasic pulses) that produce a complex
postsynaptic potential (PSP) in L7
comparable to that produced by an
800-msec jet of seawater to the siphon
(10). This synaptic potential decreases
in amplitude when the nerve is stimulated at rates that produce habituation
(1, 10). In the intact animal and in
the isolated ganglion, the response decrement is limited to the stimulated pathway. Habituation of the gill-withdrawal
.reflex after stimulation of .the siphon
does not alter reflex responsiveness to
stimulation of the mantle shelf. Similarly, decrement of the PSP produced
by repeated stimulation of the nerve
from the siphon (siphon nerve) does
14 D E C E M B E R
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cite chamber (1, 10). The nerves were
pinned securely around capped pairs
of Ag-AgCI electrodes. The chamber
was constantly perfused at 15°C with
artificial seawater (Instant Ocean) buffered with 0.01M tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (tris) HCI (pH 7.6)
and containing streptomycin (0.1 rag/
ml), penicillin (200 unit/ml), and
glucose (0.1 percent). The motor neuron (L7) was impaled with a doublebarrel microelectrode and hypel~polar-

not alter the sy0aptic responsiveness
of the pathway from the mantle shelf
(branchial nerve). Thus, each ganglion
carries with it its own control; this is
essential for distinguishing true decrease in synaptic effectiveness due to
repeated stimulation from deterioration
of the preparation due to isolation.
The abdominal ganglion with the
siphon and branchial nerves still attached was removed from the animal
and pinned to the wax floor of a Lu-
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Fig. 2. (A) Acquisition and retention of long-term synaptic decrement. The amplitudes
of the excitatory synaptic potential produced by stimulating experimental ( O ) and
control (©) nerves are expressed as a percentage of the initial amplitude. In acquisition, two afferent nerves, the branchial and siphon, were alternated, one serving as
experimental (six siphon, four branchial), the other as control. In block 1, ten
stimuli were first applied to the experimental nerve and then to the control nerve.
Stimuli to each nerve produced comparable synaptic decrement in L7. Repeated blocks
of stimuli to the experimental nerve produced a progressive increase in synaptic decrement. A single stimulus to the control. nerve after block 4 produced a synaptic potential
substantially recovered from the last Control potential of block 1, and was significantly
greater than the first experimental synaptic potential of block 4 (P < .001). In retention
testing, the cell was reimpaled 24 hours later and repolarized to approximately the same
membrane potential maintained during acquisition. The retention ordinate is redrawn to
indicate that the repolarization was not exact, although it could be closely approximated.
The first experimental synaptic potential was significantly less than the first control
potential ( P < .01), and the overall synaptic responsiveness from repeated stimulation
of the experimental nerve (sum of synaptic potential amplitudes for trials 1 to 10) was
significantly less than from the same number of stimuli to the control nerve (P < .001 ).
(B) Sample experiment from data summarized in (A). Stimuli 1, 5, and 10 from each
block are shown. During acquisition, the experimental nerve received ten stimuli in each
block; the control nerve received ten stimuli only in block 1. A single test stimulus was
delivered to the control nerve after blocks 3 and 4 to assess the condition of the preparation. In retention testing (24 hours after block 4 of acquisition), both experimental
and control synaptic potentials have partially recovered. However, the experimental
synaptic potential showed greater and more rapid decrement than did the control.
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ized to prevent spiking. One of the of acquisition (4.5 to 5 hours earlier).
nerves was chosen as experimental, the Also, in experiments in which input
resistance of the neuron was monitored,
other as control. Stimulus parameters
it did not vary by more than 7 perthat produced PSP's of comparable amplitude in L7 were selected for both cent throughout the experiment. The
nerves. The parameters were then held buildup of PSP decrement was therefore chiefly caused by the four sessions
constant throughout acquisition and
retention (13). In most experiments, of ,ten stimuli each to the experimental
the input resistance of the motor cell nerve.
At the end of acquisition, we removed
was monitored continuously by injecting hyperpolarizing current pulses the microelectrode from cell L7, maintained the ganglion for another 24
into the soma.
Paralleling the ,behavioral experi- hours in organ culture (11), and then
ments, four blocks of ten stimuli each reimpaled the motor neuron to test
for l - d a y retention of PSP decrement
(interstimulus interval, 30 seconds) were
(14). We hyperpolarized L7 to approxpresented to the experimental nerve
during acquisition, with 1½ hours sep- imately the same membrane potential
arating successive blocks. In the first as during acquisition and stimulated the
block, repeated stimulation of the ex- nerves as on the previous day (with
perimental nerve invariably produced identical stimulus parameters). Stimudecrement of the complex PSP. After lating the experimental nerve on the
the first block of stimuli to the experi- first trial produced a PSP significantly
mental nerve, ten stimuli were de- smaller t h a n that from the control
The ten repeated
livered to the control nerve. Since nerve ( P < . 0 1 ) .
PSP decrement produced from stimu- stimuli to the experimental nerve also
lation of one nerve does not generalize always produced significantly greater
to the other nerve (10), the ten stimuli PSP decrement than did ten stimuli to
delivered to the control nerve pro- the cont.rol nerve ( P < .01) ( F i g . . 2 ,
duced comparable decrement (Fig. 2A). A a n d . B). The control nerve also
In the second, third, and fourth blocks showed a decrement, but it was much
of ten stimuli, only the experimental less ,profound. Therefore, the synaptic
nerve was stimulated, and the PSP decrement produced by four blocks of
ten stimuli to the experimenta! nerve
decrement built up across blocks, reaching 90 percent (10 percent of initial persisted for at least 24 hours.
That such limited training (40 stimexperimental PSP) in the fourth block
uli) should lead to such prolonged
(Fig. 2A). After the fourth block, and
occasionally after the third ~block, a plastic changes in neuronal function is
single test stimulus was delivered to the interesting in view of the generally recontrol nerve to assess the condi.tion of ported difficulty in producing 24-hour
the .preparation. The same statistical synaptic changes in acute experiments,
tests were used .as in .the behavioral ex- even after thousands of stimuli, in both
periments (Fig. I ) . The first experi- vertebrates and invertebrates (15).
mental PSP of the fourth block was The ease with which we produced prosignificantly smaller than the test PSP longed synaptic changes is probably
f r o m . the control nerve (P < .001 ). attributable to the selection of a stimuAlso, an intragrotrp comparison re- lus pattern of known behavioral effectiveness and the use of a neuronal
vealed that the net experimenta,l PSP
decrement (as measured by the sum of pathway known to 'be involved in a
PSP ampl.itude for t,ri.a~s 1 to 10) in the modifia'ble behavioral reflex.
In the test system, these synaptic
fourt,h block was significantly greater
than the net ex,perimental PSP decre- changes occurred centrally, in the abment in the ,first block (P < .005; Fig. sence of sensory adaptation or motor
fatigue. The synaptic alterations do not
2).
Although some deterioration may result from a change in t h e input rehave occurred during the experiments, sistance as recorded in the cell body
of the motor neuron, although we canthe ,buildup of PSP decrement cannot
be accounted .for by deterioration. not exclude more remote resistance
Test stimuli to the control nerve pro- changes. Thus these synaptic changes
duced PSP's tha.t were 84.5 percen.t of resemble those found with short-term
the initial control PSP. Some portion habituation (1, 10). However, similarof even this 15.5 percen,t change in appearing synaptic changes can be procontrol PSP is probably caused, not by duced .by several different cellular
deterioration, but .by the decrement mechanisms. Once these changes are
produced by the ten stimuli delivered analyzed on an elementary level (1),
to the control nerve in the first block one may be able to determine whether
1160

long4erm .habituation involves an extension of the processes underlying
short-term habituation, or whether
short- and long-term habituation result
from two different cellular mechanisms.
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